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Abstract: 

studied floating Laqmir mlayers  a t  air/soluticn inmfaoes, 
and a t  glass slides cmted w i t h  L a q m i r - B l o d g e t t  films. ?he packirs 
arrangements of the polar head groups of the mxlolayers were varied in 

a amtrolled manner by intndudrq different groups i n  t k  hydmpkbic 

clystal nudleaticn of glycine and Sodium chloride has been 

tails. The structures of sum of these -layers were t l Y  
elucidated by grazbg incidenz X-ray diffractim ard reflectivity 
measurements using synchrotran light. It was faund that the nystals 

nucleated a t  the interfae exposed a top layer of molecules w i t h  an 
arr-t similar or canplementary to that of the polar head grcups 
of +h= -layer. These results imply that the packing of the p l w  
head grcups detemires the morphology and the nucleatim rate of the 
attad-& crystal. 

INTRODUCTION 

The processes of crystal nwleatim, growth and dissoluticn are of c e n t r a l  wrtance to 
the furdamental and applied sciences, ranging fran the chemistry and physics of materials, 
through structural chemistry and biology, to biological aryl pathological crystallizatim. 
Y e t ,  the degree of urderstarding and the ability to Cantrol them are still a t  a Iudimentary 

level. Most previaus studies were prinkwily of a 'c and kinetic nature and 
directed a t  sinple inorganic systerns. Thz present approach is fmm the stnctuml and 
stereochnrcal view point, takirg also into -t the mlearlar packirs afiangement of 
the crystal and its mrplmlqy. 

Crystal nucleatim has been describd classically in tarnr; of two distinct ccnsecutive 
steps (ref.1). In the f i r s t  cne, the dissolved mlecules i n  the supersaturated s o l u t i m  
aggregate to fonn structured embryonic nuclei. upcn formaticn they develop a surface which 

separates them f m n  the errvirckment. The free energy of fonnaticn of the new surface may 
be represented ty ~ & A G ~ ,  r is the radius of the mbzyo and ss represents the 
surface free energy of the nucleus per unit area. AGs is always positive and represents 
destabilizaticn of these nuclei. Cn the other hand the driving force for the fomticn of 
the aggregate is provided by the internal forces between the mlec~les, as expressed ty 
-4/3 "3% is the free energy par uni t  volume of the nucleus relative to the 
parent phase. %us the net change in free energy of nucleaticn is %=4&aS-4/3 &K+,. 

thee the embryo crosses the critical radius rc a t  which -/dr=O, co- ' t o  
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rc=2AGs/%, ontinual gradh of the nucleus will be a stable process. In the present 
approach we assma that a mature crystal develops fran an embryo possessing the same 
structure. Thus, for m l e ,  materials which have the tendency to precipitate into 
polymnpNc forms should onta in  in soluticn enkqcs of the sam polymxFNc crystalline 
fonns. In order to gain informaticn cn the structures of these €dxyce we - the 
design of ordered surfaces that will induce, by a type of epitaxy, oriented nucleation of 
the desired crystal. We were faced with the problem of desipiq synthetic -dimensicmal 
nets which should be either identical or cxmplementary in Structure to one of the mlecular 
layers of the +be nucleated single crystal. For this ~urpose we used mlayers canposed 
of aqhi@ilic mlecules at the &/soluticn interface so that the polar head groups form a 
tm-dimensimal stmctum w h i c h  will induce nucleaticn of one of the faces of the crystal 
(ref.2). Fwtherrmre, by mdifyirg the hydnghbic tail, or by diluting the monolayer with 
other anphiphiles inert to nucleation of the crystal, it should be possible to vary, within 

influence the cqstallizaticn process in a antrolled manmr. Finally, new analytical 
methods, such as grazing incidence X-ray diffracticn and reflectivity using syxbwhm 

light (ref.3), provide new means to elucidate the Structures of such monolayers (ref.4) and 

the mlecules attached to them, fran which crystals start grcwing. These cxmcqts  and 
methods are illustrated with two -1 systems: the crystallizaticn of a-glycine and 
sodim CNmide. 

limits, the packLng arrangenents of these head groups and their daMin sizes, and so 

CRYSTALLIZATION OF a-GLVCINE UNDER a - A M I N O  ACID MONOLAYERS 

Glycine Crystallizes fran aquerxls soluticn in the a-form (space group P2,/n), exhibiting a 

bipyramidal habit (ref.5). The glycine mlecules form hydmgen bcnded chiral layers 
parallel to the g plane (Fig.la,b,c). These layers are j u x t w  an one side of the b- 
axis by cen.tres of irnrersicn about which the molecules are interlinked to form 
centmsymnetric hydrogen-bcnded bilayers (Fig.1~). These neighkuring bilayers make 

mtact thrcqh weak CH.. .O interacticns via the E-glide symne- to canplete the crystal 
padciq. A densely packed L a r g m u i r  monolayer of anphiphilic kmocNral a-amiro acid 
molecules should exhibit at the &/water interface a hykgen-bcnded layer arrqmt 

very similar to that of a-glycine (Fig.lb), provided the hydrophobic mieties of the 
-layer have a cross-secticnal area equal to or snaller than that of the a-amino acid 
head grcups. Ccnsequently, a monolayer of, say, resolved (R)-a-amino acids packed as 
tightly as in the 3 layer of a-glycine, should simulate an g-layer of glycine mlecules 
exposed at the (010) face of the crystal, (as &-am in Fig.11, and thus might iriduce 
nucleaticn of a glycine crystal with this face attached to the n-cmlayer (Fig. 2a). By 
symnetry, the axresponding mxlolayer of (S)-a-amino acids should induce nucleaticn of a 
glycine crystal with its (010) face attached to the -layer (Fig.2b). A ontrplled 
variaticn of the packing pattexn of tnmckir al a-amino acid head grcup can be achieved by 
inserticn of tulky groups at variolls sites alcng the m i c  chain. Slight changes in 
the packjrg arrangement of the polar head groups & m l d  affect both the rate of crystal 
nucleaticn and the degree of orientaticn of the glycine crystals at the air/solutim 
interface. For exanple, a-amino acids bearing steroids as the hydm@mbic miety skuld, 
upcn anpressicn, intm3ex-e with the regular packiq of the polar head groups. Such a film 
M d  not mte the czystal nucleaticn of glycine. Inserticn of a less h l k y  group, 
such as a fluorocarbcn chain, should cause saw distcrticn in the regular a r r q m t  of 
the a-amino acid mieties. 

With these ideas in mind, we synthesized three classes (1-111) of resolved anphi@ilic 
a-amlm acids for crystallization studies. Sane representative mlayers used are listed 
in the Table. Mlecules A and 2, which belaq to class I, bear hydrophobic mieties which 
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C l i  0 

Fig. 1. (a) An g layer of hydrogen-bcnded glycine molecules vi& a l a q  the axis. The 
layer is defined as r since the H atam of the C-H bends which emerge frun 
the gg plane are of prochirdL R anfiguration. 

(b) A centrosymnetric bilayer of hydmp-~ bcnjed glycine molecules viewed 

perpendicular to the 
(c) Packirg azTangement of a-glycine, delineated by its crystal faces. The 

bilayers (Fig.lb) are related by twofold screw symmtry a l a q  the 

plane. The upper g layer is that. shown in Fig.la. 

axis. 

R-rnonoloyer S-rnonolo yer 

C -c 
Fig. 2. schematic view of pyramidal crystals of glycine grawn under canpressed R and S 

amino acid -layers. The (010) face is attached to the R ramlayer and the (010) 
face to the S -layer. S and R amim acids are shown adsorbed frun solution at 
the (010) and (010) faces, respectively. 

have a cross secticnal area larger than that of their polar head gnxqs; class I1 is 
represented by the amino acid 3 in Wch the hydr@mbic tail is partially fluorinated. 
Hem, the cross-section of the -ic tail is jus t  slightly larger than that of the 

cross-secticnal area of the hydrqhbic tail is sndller than or dlm3st equal to that of the 

principle form a stable hydrqen-baded tm-dimensicnal net as folnd in the Qystal 

structures of many a-amim acids, such as resolved Mine, leucine or norleucine. When a 
L a n g m i r  film of ~ ~ Q C U Y ~  1, w i t h  a limitlrg molecular area of 38 g2 and so be1crrgi.q to 
class I, was canpressed over saturated soluticns of glycine, no crystallizaticn of glycine 
at the mlayer-water interface was raticed in most cases. In the few instances where 

crystallizatim did OCCUT, it was initiated inside the aqueous soluticn and cnly later on 
todr place at the -layer-solution interface. The crystals attached to the monolayer 
displayed the normal bipyramidal habit and gemrally assumed different orientaticns vis-a- 
vis the mxlolayer surface. 

polar head grcup. Class 111, represented by molecules 4-g  caprises molecules in which the 

hydrqhilic b a d  grcup. In this class of mnolayers, the glycyl head graJFe can in 
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In ccntrast, films of the fluorinated ramlayer of the resolved b-aspartate ester 3 
(expressing a limiting mlecular area of 30a2, and so telcnging to class 111, induced a 
fast nucleation of glycine. When ramlayers of S-cmfiguration were used, well-shaped 
pyramids, with basal faces (010) ard (010) attached to the interface were found with a 
preference of 50-79% for the (010) faces. 

Pk~lecules of class I11 display limiting mlemlar cross-sectiaml areas in the range of 
27-29g2. All these resolved ramlayers, when spread and canpressed over Supersaturated 
solutions of glycine, yielded fast nucleation of glycine, albeit with different degrees of 
(010) to (010) orientation. Canplete oriented attachrent of the expected crystal face was 

obtained with three ramlayers, palmitoyl-lysine (a), palmitoyl-u,r diadrdxtyric acid (2) 
and stearylaspartate (2). This result is depicted in Fig.3 for a crust of glycine crystals 
grclwn m c k r  a ramlayer of stearylaspartate fmn a supersaturated solution of glycine 
cchltaining 1% of raCemic glutamic acid; here the additive is used as a means for 
determining the ratio of (010) to (010) oriented glycine crystals. when ramlayers of R- 
amfiguration were used, the resulting attached glycine crystals (Fig.3a) were faund to 
mtain as an occluded additive only (S)-glutamic acid, as established by Hpu: analysis 
(Fig.3b). This enanticeelective occlusion is possible cnly if the (OIO), but not the (OlO), 
faces of the attached crystals of glycine are expxed to the solution (ref.5b,c.). This 
crystal orientation was hdepxbntly established by X-ray diffraction measurements on 
specimen crystals. By the same mechanism the S-ramlayers yielded (010) oriented crystals 
which occlude exclusively the (R)-glutamic acid (see Fig.3c,d). Experiments amducked with 
rnlayers of resolved palmitoy1 ornithine (81, ard stearyl glutmate (lo), resulted again 

in a fast crystallization but with a lower degree of orientation (see Table). 
Crystallization of glycine under a ramlayer of (S)-aspartic acid-b-stearyl amide ( A ) ,  with 
a surface area similar to that of stearyl aspartate was slow; these attached crystals were 
either (010) or (010) oriented pyramids as well as non-oriented bipyramids. When a 

Note;: We shall refer to s with their (010) or (010) faces attached to the - 

(Note a). 

ramlayer as "(010 ormorientd*l respectively. 
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Fig. 3. (a) A crust of glycine crystals grown under a mlayer of canpclund 2 (R) in the 
presence of (R,S)glu. All the crystals expxe their (010) faces to the 
mmlayer and exhibit the same enantiamrpkw ~ l o g i e s .  

(b) HPLC analysis of an ensemble of crystals grown as in (a). After washing with 
water, sensitivities as indicated. 

(c) A crust of glycine crystals grown under a -layer of canpound 2 (S) in the 
prsence of (R,S)glu. All the crystals expose their (010) faces to the 
mumlayer and exhibit oppasite e.nanticmqbus morphologies of those in (a). 
HPLC analysis of an ensemble of crystals grown as in (c) . After washing with 
water, sensitivities as indicated. 

(d) 

mlayer of resolved (S)-glutamic acid T--1-amide (2) was used, plate like crystals 
wereobtalmd ' with a preferred (010) orientatim (see Table). 

The results discussed above clearly indicate that a molecular surface area of the 
-layer, as determired fran the n-A isotherm, similar to that of w-glycine, is a 
necessary d t i m  for canplete oriented grcwth of the a-glycine. But this constraint was 
found to be insufficient, since nrmolayers w i t h  different hydn@mbic chains, but with 
similar molecular surface areas, might assume different arrampmnts of their polar head- 

=, leading to nucleatim of crystals expressing different attached faces. 

We may accoLlllt for the appearance of oppositely oriented crystals of glycine [e.g., (010) 
oriented crystals undemeath an S-mlayer], by exinnining hcw the crystal may "nucleate" 
below the pseudo-cencentrosymnetric h y 3 r q e n - m  bilayer canposed of anphiphilic molecules 
and the first glycine layer (ref.2a,b). The to-be-attached seccrfi glycine layer m l d  
nxmally make cctltad via a 11 glide plane, as shown in Fig.lc involving the top second and 
third layers. A slmilar mtact geunetxy involving these two layers may be achieved via a 
pseudo-twofold screw symnetry abmt the 5 axis, leadiq to m i t e l y  oriented crystals, 

( A  &tailed discussictl thenxn is given in ref.2b.). 
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X-RAY ANALYSIS OF FLOATING LANGMUIR MONOLAYERS 

Grazirg incidence X-ray diffracticn and specular reflectivity using syn&mhm radiaticn 

(ref.4a,b,c). The first mew probes the in-plane structure and size of the crystalline 
daMins of the -layer, whemas the X-ray reflectivity data can yield the variaticn in 
electron density of the mmlayer pezpendicular to the water surface as well as the average 
cross-sectimal area per molecule. 

Several -layer systenrs were exambed. PdLmitayl-R-lysine (fj), M c h  induced canplete 
oriented nucleatim of glycine aystals, was found by surface diffracticn (ref.4a), to form 
crystalline &mains at the air/soluticn interface. Fig.4 depicts the experimntal in-plane 
diffraction pattern obtaind fmn this m l a y e r  which p r w d  to be a tw-dimensimal 
powder with a "cctxxmm 1exg-t~ (in other y~cdds a well-cmiemd dcmain size)  of abwt 6. 
The reflectivity measuremep-its yielded a mdel of the electrcn density variaticn across the 
-layer fmn which we derived an area per molecule of 26.&2 and a mlecular thickness of 
26.2 f l.&, which mnpares: well w i t h  the layer thickness of 26.9 * 0.G prwided by X-ray 
pcwder diffracticn data of crystalline palmitoyl-R-lysine. The molecular thickness of 
26.i COfiaSPCndS to a tilt of the molecular chain axis of 30' fmn the vertical. Based c n  

the above information, a mdel for the packirg of the mlayer molecules was and 
is shewn in Fig.5. The packing of the a-anim 

acid head grcups is very similar to that of an layer of glycine mlecules in its crystal 
Structure. It follows that W s  Similarity in packing is responsible for the fast and 
mnplete oriented nucleaticn of the attached glycine crystals. Fran the packing 
arrangerent of the m3lolayer we see that the anide grarp (m) incorparated in the 

chain of the mslecul0, ankitUtes to the structural stability of the m3lolayer 
by interlinking neighkcwring mlecules via linear N-H...O=C hydrogen bads. The linearity 
is mde pssible by the 30' tilt (fmn the vertical) of the molecular axis (see Fig.5). 
when the locaticn of the amide grcup is shifted by a single C-C bcnd as in palmitoy1 

provided hkpndent yet mnplementary structurdl MOnMticn cn these mlayers 

Its cell axes a m  a~5.03, k5.4&,r=117.80. 

O r n i t h i n e  (g), the -1- Cannot form an N-H...O=C hych-ogen bcnd with the Same tilt of 
the chain. An N-H...O=C botld, albeit weak, yet be achieved if the chains tilted 
differently than in palmitoyl-lysine. This wxld also irrply that the glycine mieties of 
palmitoy1 omithine form an arrargement different fmn that of the msnolayer of palmitoy1 
lysine and the layer structure of a-glycine, and 90 atxumt for the lower degree of 
oriented glycine crystallizaticn found u r f k  palmitoy1 ornithine. m, we have not 

4-! 7 
4 0 0 1  

I 

40  'I! I 
16.0 16.5 17.0 17.5 18.0 29.0 29.5 30.0 35.5 40.0  

20 - 
Fig. 4. Fxperimvltal X-ray diffracticn pattern fmn a nultidcmain 

=layer of palmitOyl-(R)-lySine. T b  insert an 
viwof the (1,Z) peak. 
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Fig. 5. A stareoscopic view of a monolayer of palmitoyl-R-lysine 
floatirg on water perpendicular to the monolayer plane. 

yet been able to obsazve surface diffraction peaks fran this rmnolayer, also indicative 
that the m1ecular arrangement is different fran that of pdlmitoyl lysine. This ckductl *on 
is -by the observatixxl that a further shift in the position of the amide srcup 
by another c-C bcnd as in (z), restores the ability of the mlecules to form stable 
inwlecular N-H...O=C hydrogen bcnds, as reflected by the canpletely oriented crystals 
of g1ycine Uderneath this monolayer. 

Additimal information on the effect of side chain ncdification on the packirg manpnent 
of the head grwps was extracted by surface X-ray diffraction on the fluorinated L a n g m i r  
-layer 3 (ref.4c) w h i c h  belcllgs to class 11. A n-A isotherm of 3 (Fig.6a) s k m s  that 

the monolayer undeqxs a phase-transitim a t  abxt  25 mN/m. The X-ray diffraction 
measurementS mirror this cbsemation. A t  high pressures cne diffraction peak w i t h  a g- 
spacirg of 4.97A was obsemed. On decanpressim of the rmnolayer, this single peak split 

reflectivity measurements yielded the following structural model. In the decanpressed 
state (n: < 25 mN/m) the mlecules pack in a distorted hexagaml net (g=k5.8&, iT=118.5') 
w i t h  a mlecular tilt of 20*10' (Fig.7a). For r>ns, the lattice is -1 (g=F5.7&, 
~=120')  and the molecules are vertically aligned.  he w i c  chain is sho~n in 

Fig.7 . The (CF2)&F3 miety of the chain ackpts a helical CQlfOrmation With a mtation of 
-tly 15' per C-C bcrd. There is thus a distinct mimatch between the layer 
stmcture of the a-amino acid miety of the fluorinated monolayer and the layer s t r u h  

of a-glycine i n  terms of mlecular tilt and cell axes (g=k5.74A, iT=120' versus ~=5.11, 
c=5.46A, 8=111.7'). 

The surface X-ray diffraction studies indicate wel l  ordered daMins of abcut 500 A for 

mt specify the mininanu &main size required to induce crystal nucleation. In order to 
obtain i n f o m t i m  as to the threshold &main size of the monolayer required to irduce 
nucleation of glycine, WB made use of mixed rmnolayers. Ckystallizaticn experhmnts uxkr 
mixed monolayers of (R,S)-palmitoyl-l-ine p e r f o r m e d  With the hape that these 

into two With d - s p a c w  of 5.11 and 5.00 A (see Fig.6b). 'Ihese data, together With the 

c c m p r e s s e a ~ t o y l  lysine and l& for the fluorinated rmnolayer. But these results do 

mlecules w l d  resolve spcntaneously into enantianeric clusters. Thus by varying their 
enantianeric mlar ratio [R:S] we wmld be able to vary their relative cluster size. By 
observing the ratio of the rnmber of nucleating (OlO) / (OIO)  oriented glycine crystals, as a 
fumtion of the eMntianeric [R:S] ratio, we wmld get a measure of the rnnnber of mlecules 
required to induce crystallization. It was famd that up to 16% of palmitoyl-R-lysine could 
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Fig. 6. (a)  rc-A diagram of 3 a t  2O'C; (b) Grazing angle diffraction data masued for a 
L a t q m i r  -layer of 3 a t  the surface indicated in the Figure. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 7. 
-1s for the struructwce of a L a n g m i r  mmolayer of 3: 

( a )  

(b) 

Side view of the a - m  a t  surface pressures 
below 25 mN/m. 
Side view of the B-@mse a t  surface pressures 
abve 25 mN/m. 

I 

Fig. 8. 

sicn of cne S-0c-ami.m acid molecule in 
a layer of R-ec-amir~~ acid mlecules. 
The Weages represent the mlecular side 
chainand a l l  pbt in the sirme dhecticn. 

Possible packing azTangement for inclu- 

be included in the S--layer before (010) oriented crystals of glycine also kegan to 
appear. However, surface X - r a y  diffraction measurenents revealed that as l i t t l e  as 4% of 
the opposite enantianer can destroy the diffractim peak, indicatiq tha t  the lattice of 
the ramlayex becanes sufficiently distorted to impart a glass-like packing. Fig.8 shows 
the possible packing for inclusicn of cne S-mlecule in a layer of R-mlecules. We may 
m i l e  these diffraction and crystallizatim results by asslncing that the "glass-like" 
structure of the nrnolayer is sufficiently ordered over several unit  cells a-dy to parmit 
oriented nucleatim of a-glycine. 
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CRYSTALLIZATION OF NaCl UNDER MONOLAYERS 

In the 0c-amit-m acid surfactant/glycine System the polar head groups at the interface may be 
regarded as farming the first layer of the t0-be-grcw-1 single crystal. In principle, cne 
may extend this approach by designitq surfaces w h i c h  may lead to the organizaticn of a 
layer of atanic or mlecular ions in soluticn. The struckure of such an icnic layer may be 
similar or cmplementary to the layer structure of the unaarlyirg to-be-nucleated crystal. 
In order to papbe the feasibility of this approach, we studied the nucleaticn of d m  
chloride undemeath several -layers (ref. 6 ) .  

Scdium chloride precipitates frun aqueas solutions in the cubic space grcup Fm3m, 
- a=5.63&, exhibiting (100) crystal faces. When crystallized umler specific ccditions, two 
other less stable faces, (110) and (111) can be expesed. The (110) face (Fig.9a) is 
canpo~ed of altematiq rows of ~ a +  arx~ ~ 1 -  icns, separated from crre arother by 2.G. cm 
the other hand, a pure (111) face is canpased of ions of the same kind, (i.e., Na+ or C1-) 
as shown in Fig.9b. The juxtaposed layers are of apposite charge, and so neutralize the 
system. 

When -layers of arachidic or stearic acid, which f m  hexagonal nets cn Canpressicn 
(ref.4d), were spread over an NaCl soluticn, 70-90% of the scdim chloride crystals fonned 
under the mlayer were attached thereto w i t h  their (111) faces. As metimed above, this 
layer is ccmprised of ians of me type m y .  Were we to align Na+ ions uxlemeath a layer 
ccntainiq carbcarylate head gmups, the Na+ ions waild, in an ordered system, pack in an 
identicdl hexagonal net Fn order to c~cl~ezve charye neutrality. The kxqcnal  lattice of 
the (111) face of NaCl is g=&3.99i, 1=120’ w i t h  an area of 14.&2. Thus, there can be IY) 
Structural match between the top layer of Na+ ions attached to the mmlayer with an 
area/molecule of appmximtely 20R2 and the -lying (111) layer of ~ 1 -  ions of area 
14.582, W t  we may deduce that the attached layer of Na+ ions Wces formatim of the top 
(111) layer of a- icns by eledzostatic farces, and so accollIlt f m  the observaticn that up 
to 90% of the NaCl crystals are attached w i t h  their (111) faces to the mcnolayer. When a 
mlayer of carbcorylic acids which bear a styrene or diacetylenic group in the side tail 
was used, a pmanxed reductx ’cm of the number of crystals was noticed. 

Fig. 9. 
-s of sodim chloride 
grown umler rrmolayer of 
( a ) stearyl-R-glutmate; 
(b) stearic acid 
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This result is in keapirg with the expectaticn that by increasing the area per 
mlayer  mlecule, the "~tem" layer (ref.7) of ~ a +  ions below the -late 
layer is m x e  diluted, so redudq  the chances for attached nucleaticll of NaCl with its 
(111) face. Indeed, a canpressed m l a y e r  of cholesteryl succinate, with an area per 
mlecule of N 3 8 ~ ~ ,   doe^ mt indues crystallizaticn of ~ a c l  a t  all.  

-layers of zwittericnic o(-EDRcTy3 acids pramte, in the pH range 3 to 10, a fast 
nucleatim of NaCl. Over 90% of thee crystals nucleate fran the (110) face, the remainder 

fmn either (100) or (111) (ref.8). We may accocIIlt for the preference of the (110) face on 
the following gramds. The distributim of Na' and C1- ions a t  the (110) face of NaCl  and 
that of the %+ and 9- nuittericnic grcrups of the glycine mieties of the =layer a m  
canplementary to one another. The di* betman adjacent rows of Na+ and cl- ions on 
the (110) face equals c /2 ,  that is 2.G (see Fig.9a); the average d i m  be- adjacent 
rows of %+ and q- grwps a l q  the b* recipmcal dFrection in the mxlolayer of the 

fluorinated system is 2.G. lhe~e two values indicate that a strcng electrostatic 
interactim may be achieved be- the tm layers involving m-M@tcur antact 
between rows of ions of gpasite charge, i f  the (110) net of Nacl in antact with the 

m l a y e r  does mt exceed three unit cells in its C direcrtian. An NaCl net larger than 
three unit cells wxld lead to eventual antact between rows of ions of the sane charge. 

Spreadiq a m l a y e r  of Octadecylanine, which is posiuvely charged, pirarptes nucleaticn 
of NaCl a t  the intarface frun the natural (100) face (Fig.9c). This mrolayer has a 
limiting mlemlar surface area of 31.0fi2 which is alm3st equal to the unit surface area of 
NaCl m its (100) face (31.M2). The match between thee two surfaces Suggests that 
chloride i c m s  penetrate betmen the positively charged octadecyl Enmcniun mlecules in 

arder to preserve charge neutrality, so inducirg nucleaticn of the (100) face of NaCl .  

LANGMUIR-BLODGETT FILMS 

The present studies suggest that in principle it skuld be possible to coat solid suppcats 
with a structured -layer for the oriented growth of crystals. Indeed, we were able to 
coat glass with Laqnuir-Blodgett films e x p c d q  their polar head grwps to the soluticn 
for the ccntrolled orient4 gfiwth of glycine and N a a ,  enablirg simultaneous canparison of 
the crystallizaticn a t  the air/soluticn and solid/solutim interfaces. crystallization 
results for both N a C l  and glyCine m alm3st identicdl a t  tfiese two htarfaceS. Thus, f a  
example, when glycine was grc~ln cn glass coated with a mrolayer of palmitoyl-R-lysh 
(fmn aqueaus soluticn antainiq 1% of carp-NE-s-lysine), yellow plates attached to the 
film with their (010) face were faad. when the coat4 film was of S-absolute 
cmfiguraticn, e n a n t i n  tramparent pyrmicis attached with their (010) face to the 

film were obtained (ref.6). carried cut in crystallizaticn of Nacl 

cn surfaces coated with stearic acid and Stearyl glutmate (lo). Fig.lOa skws a 
-t of crystals with their (111) face attached to the -layer. Fig.lOb 
ShaKS crystals of NaCl with their (110) and (100) faces attached to the surface. 

Analogous studies 

A t  least two possible mechanism may -lain the observed results. The f i r s t  cne is that 
nucleatim starts a t  the floating L a r q m i r  mrolayer and crystal nuclei a m  transferred 
together with the -layer cnto the glass support. A seccnd possibility is that the 
mx~~layers  &pit4 cn the glass slide assune a structure similar to that of the f1oatA.q 
Lanpmcir film and so &mild initiate the crystal nucleaticn. Scme support for the lat ter 
rmchanisn comes fmn the OtSeYYaticn that crystal nuc1eati.m of sodiun chloride crystals is 
faster with L w - B l o d g e t t  filns canpared to the floating L a q n u i r  Ones. Definite 
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Fig. 10. Photographs of Qystals of N a U  cn glass suppcnts coated with (a) Stearic 
acid, (b) Stearyl glutamate. 
(a) predaninance of NaCl crystals w i t h  their (111) face attached to the nmolayer 

appearing as -. N o t e  absence of crystals w i t h  their (110) face 
attached to the nmolayer, which are redangular with shaded 'Ihree 

hxagalsaredenoted. 

Appearance of NaCl  crystills attached with their (110) and (100) faces to the 

mry3layer. Note the shaded edges of the (110) attached crystals. 
(b) 

determinaticn of these possible medxmsm . sbuld becane possible by h d e p n f h t  assigrment 
of the Structures of L a q m i r - B l O a g e t t  f i l m  by X - r a y  diffracticn. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Largmir and L a r g m i r - B l o d g e t t  films have been used for the study of crystal nucleaticn. 
The nmolayers were designed srach that the polar head grcups are arranged in a mamer 

similar or cmpleinentary to a layer of mleculea or ia-s belcngins to the face of the to- 
be-nucleated crystal at the interface. The packing arrangement of scme of the floating 
mxlolayers were studied by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction and reflectivity, using 

qnchmkn light. 

oriented crystallizaticn of glycine and sodiun chloride was induoed under a variety of 
mxlolayers. Fur both system the stmxtum of the nucleating face of the attached crystals 
pmved to be a sensitive prch of the match or amplanentarity between the packing 
mang€mnt of the head grcups of the nmolayer and the layer simxtum of the nucleated 
face of the crystal. This stemmkm 'cal ccarelaticn may be utilized for obtamuq 

structural infonnaticn on daMins of a@i@ilic mlecules a t  interfaces for i3mse systems 
which are Ilot y e t  amenable to present techniques, such as X-ray diffracticn, but w b i c h  are 
able to irxluce oriented crystallizaticn. Such sku ld  pmvide, eventually, 
infarmation cn the size and structure of molecular clusters en rarte to crystal nwleaticn. 
Fhally, the & s i g n  of surfaces cn solid SuFpOrts m i g h t  prwe to be of practical irrportanCe 

inc=Ptal-P=a-P-===-. 

. .  
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